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DANMONO: A TYPE OF JAPANESE KOTO MUSIC 

SOkyoku (koto music) in Japan before the end of the 

seventeenth century is represented by only two genres: sets 

of solo songs with koto accompaniment which are called 

kurniuta, and koto solos called danrnono. Danrnono and kurni

uta were the beginning of the sokyoku tradition which 

developed through the Tokugawa Period (1600-1868). It is 

the solo genre of sokyoku, the danrnono , which is the subj ect 

of this study . This genre is the most important of the few 

examples of Japanese music which are independent of lit er

ary influence. The danmono repertoire is also rather 

curious because it is limited today to only seven or e ight 

compositions, but probably the most interesting aspect of 

the repertoire is its strong homogeneity. This small group 

of pieces is so homogeneous that the uninitiated listener, 

either Japanese or Western, has a difficult time distin

guishing one piece from another . From the time the g enre 

was established until the end of the seventeenth century , 

when it was almost completely abandoned with the advent of 

the Ikuta school of koto music, it shows virtually no 

stylistic evolution. It seems that the concept of artistic 

originality was strange to the Japanese composers of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Instead, seventeen th

and eighteenth-century composers showed respect for 

2 
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tradition by attempting to compose as closely as they 

could to the ideal or model their predecessors had estab-

lished . The composers ' originality was allowed to be 

expressed in subtle variations on the model as opposed to 

drastic deviations from it . 1 Another example of this sort 

of veneration was given to us by Ikuta Kengyo (1656-1715) , 

who , before breaking with tradition and establishing his 

own school of koto music in 1695 , waited five years after 

the death of his teacher Kitajima Kengyo (d . 1690) , and ten 

years after the death of Yatsuhashi Kengyo (1614-1685) , who 

is credited with beginning the popular sokyoku tradition. 2 

The word danmono , as it is written in Japanese , is 

represented by two Chinese characters: the one for dan 

means "section," and the one for mono means " thing," there-

fore, according to the name , a danmono is " a thing of 

sections." The darunono form , then , is a type of variation 

consisting of several separate sections in which the late r 

sections vary the material presented in the first. This is 

to say that , in addition to the strong kinship of the com-

positions of this genre , all sections within a given compo-

sition contain closely related material and there are no 

strongly contrasting musical elements . 

lwillem Adriaansz , The Kumiuta and Darunono Traditions 
of Japanese Koto Music , (Berkeley : University of California 
Press , 1973), p . 65 . 

2Ibid . , p . 13 . 
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The word dan has been translated by several different 

words , but not all of them are tenable. The word "step" is 

usually given by musicologists as the translation of dan . 

The term dan, however, is never used to express "to take a 

step" and is only occasionally used to refer to a tread of 

a flight of stairs . Danmono pieces give no evidence of 

developing or progressing from dan to dan according to any 

overall principle of construction or stepping process, 

therefore this translation does not seem suitable. The word 

"movement " has also been used to translate dan. All"tlhaugh 

this standard term used in reference to relatively indepen-

dent musical divisions might seem satisfactory at first, 

objections have even been raised about it; "the term ' move-

ment' for such short , thematically related sections seems 

inappropriate. The word " section" can be used to 

translate dan , but even though it is the most literal inter-

pretation, it is too general. It is best to use the Japa-

nese word dan when referring to sections of danmono pieces 

and to try and apprehend the essence of the term dan as it 

is defined by the music to which it refers . 

There are eight compositions in the danmono repertoire: 

"Godan," "Rokudan ," "Shichidan , " "Hachidan ," " Kudan ," "Kumoi 

Kudan," and "Midare. " There is no set number of dan in 

3william P . Malm , review of The Kumiuta and Danmono 
Traditions o f Japanese Koto Music, by Willem Adriaansz in 
The Musical Quarterly, 59 October 1973 , p . 650. 

1 
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danmono pieces ; the number varies. The number of dan is 

given in the title: go means five ; roku , six; shichi , seven; 

hachi , eight; and ku, nine . The title of "Midare," which 

means " confusion , " does not indicate its number of dan. 

The instrumental introduction to "Akikaze no Kyoku," an 

early ninteenth- century kumiuta composed by Mitsuzaki Kengyo 

(d . 18531, is a danmono in six dan and is considered the 

eighth a nd last danmono of the repertoire . Mitsuzaki ' s 

danmono , however , is not actually a part of the seventeenth-

century danmono repertoire , but is a ninteenth-century 

4 attempt at a revival of the then old sokyoku style . 

The first dan of a danmono is played in a very s low 

tempo while each subsequent dan is played somewhat faster 

than the previous one. This accelerando continues until a 

ritard occurs near the end of the final dan where the begin

ning tempo is resumed for the final cadence . Except for the 

gradual increase in tempo , no attempt is made to organize 

all of the dan of a danmono according to some overall 

scheme (except in "Midare"). Each individual dan, however , 

is written according to a strict form . Each dan , except for 

the first dan of a composition, has the equivalent of 

twenty-six measures of 4/4 time , or 104 quarter-note beats . 

4
since the introduction to "Akikaze no Kyoku " follows 

closely the principles of danmono construction , presenting 
no formal irregularities, and since it played no part in the 
developments which led to the establishment of the 
seventeenth- century danmono repertoire , it is not considered 
here . 
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The first dan is four to eight beats longer than later dan 

becau se it begin s with a short introdu ction called a kando. 

The kando is usually only four beats long , but the kando for 

"Hachidan " and the introduct ion to "Akikaze n o Kyoku" are 

s i x and eight beats long respectivel y . The kando is a n 

introductory formula in the form of a melodic cadence con-

s i s t i ng of no more t han three or fo u r notes , played on the 

lowest strings of the koto , which outlines the three basic 

tones of the mode in use. The musical material within each 

dan (excluding the k ando) , i s organized into three parts 

corresponding to the jo- ha- kyu aesthetic concept . 5 This 

c on cept refers to t h e divis i on of a composition into three 

parts: ~, an introduction or exposition; ha , a development 

towards a climax , literally a "scattering" or "breaking 

apart "; and kyu , a denouement . This three-part pattern of 

organization holds for the entire danmono repertoire , but 

t he jo-ha-kyu concept is most clearly evident in the first 

dan . The ~ section begins in the first dan after the 

kando. Two basic melodic motives are introduced in regular 

phrases as the register moves from low to high . The ~ 

section , normally about twelve measures in length , has the 

character of an exposition a nd the me l ody uses only the 

five tones in the mode . The ha section is played in the 

highest register of the koto . A feeling of "s cattering ," 

5Adriaansz , The Kumiuta and Danmono Traditions of 
Japanese Koto Music , p . 107 . 
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"breaking apart," and climax is imparted by the very irregu

lar phrase structure and the intermingling of the musical 

material from the ~ section . The rhythm in the ha section, 

which is about six measures in length , is not as regular as 

that of the ~ section and accidentals are introduced to add 

to the tension. The kyu section returns to the low register 

and, although it still has irregular phrases , the rhythm is 

calmer and the melodic material is clearer . The kyu section 

is a partial return to the original order and functions as a 

denouement. 

Up until this point danmono pieces have only been 

discussed within the context of seventeenth- century sokyoku , 

that is, they have only been viewed after their final stage 

of development . An understanding of the developments of 

Japanese music history which eventually l ed to the estab

lishment of sokyoku is a requisite to unde rstanding the 

expressions of sokyoku. It is thought that by the middle of 

the Heian Period (794-1185) a solo literature for the koto 

had developed, but none of it h as s urvived; knowledge of its 

existence comes only from literary references to it. 6 

Evidently He ian sokyoku was the distinct privilege of the 

aristocracy and court nobles. 

Another possible source for early koto music is China. 

According to legend , solo koto music came to Japan directly 

6Ibid., p . 4 . 



from China during the ninth century . This music is said to 

have been on Kyushu Island but there is no definitive evi-

dence that an independent sokyoku repertoire existed on 

Kyushu before the fifteenth century . 7 There is an addi-

tional possible connection between Chi nese koto music and 

seventeenth-century Japanese sokyoku . The danmono genre 

developed during the seventeenth century when Japan was 

imitating the arts of Ming China. The word dan in Chinese 

is duan , and is the term used to refer to the section s of 

daqu (literally " large pieces " ) , which are large cyclical 

works , consisting of more than ten du a n each , written for 

the Chinese seven-string zither . Scores in the form of 

tablature have existed in China from the fifteenth century. 

Japanese koto music is also written in tablature . That the 

term dan was used by the Japanese composers might indicate 

that they were attempting to emulate the Chinese daqu by 

writing their own large , sectional , cyclic works . 8 

A school of koto music which developed on Kyushu 

Island, the existence of which can be documented , is called 

Tsukushi-goto . Tsukushi was an old name for Kyushu , and 

goto means koto. What came to be known as Tsukushi-goto 

was organized by Kenjun (1547-1636) , a priest in Kurume City 

on Kyushu Island . Kenjun selected pieces from an existing 

7Ibid., pp . 4-5 . 

8
L. E. R. Picken, review of The Kumiuta and Danmono 

Traditions of Japanese Koto Music , by Willem Adriaansz , in 
Music and Letters, 57 April 1976 , p . 179. 
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Kyushu repertoire and grouped them with ten of his own 

kurniuta. The origin of the older part of Tsukushi-goto is 

still uncertain , but there are several theories. Some say 

that it came from the Chinese koto repertoire that had been 

imported to Kyushu during the ninth century, but this is 

supported only by legends. Others say that the music for 

koto that existed on Kyushu at this time was a remnant of 

the old Heian sokyoku. During the period of civil war which 

followed the Heian Period , many court families fled Kyoto , 

the capital city, and settled on remote Kyushu. ~hese noble 

families may have brought their arts with them . Additional 

support for this theory is that some of the titles of Tsuku-

shi-goto pieces are identical to pieces known to have been 

played in Kyoto at an earlier time. 9 Kenjun may also have 

included selections from zokkyoku ("popular music") which 

was in vogue on Kyushu during the second half of the six-

teenth century and the beginning of the seventeenth. 

Kenjun's knowledge of gagaku , the traditional court music of 

Japan, must have influenced his own style of writing and 

probably accounts for the non-popular, esoteric character of 

Tsukushi-goto. Tsukushi-goto was performed by Buddhist 

priests, Confucian scholars, and noblemen , and was definitely 

10 not a popular art . It was not meant for entertainment but 

9Willem Adriaansz, "Research into the Chronology of 
Danmono," Ethnomusicology 11 (January 1967): 25 . 

lOAdriaansz , The Kumiuta and Danrnono Traditions of 
Japanese Koto Music , p. 6 . 
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was performed in temples and had a pensive and retiring 

mood . One other interesting note is that Tsukushi-goto 

could not be performed by either women or the blind . It was 

a tradition in Japan that blind men became professional 

musicians. This gave them an inferior social status which 

kept them out of the Tsukushi- ryu . 

Out of Tsukushi-goto came the Yat suhashi-ryu which was 

responsible for the establishment of the seventeenth-century 

sokyoku . There was an interesting turn of events that led 

to the establishment of the Yatsuhashi-ryu . Genjo , Kenjun ' s 

student, went to Kyoto to perform Tsukushi-goto pieces and 

was highly acclaimed . He was asked to send a skilled player 

back to Kyoto from Kyushu. Upon his return to Kyushu Genjo 

sent his pupil Hosui to Kyoto. For some unknown reason 

Hosui ' s performances were not well-received in Kyoto and he 

was forced to leave Kyoto. Although the reasons for Hosui's 

failure to please the court can not be known with certainty , 

it seems probable that it had more to do with the capricious 

nature of the court than with Hosui ' s performance ability; 

for it does not seem reasonable to assume that Genjo would 

have risked his own reputation by sending a poor represen

tative to Kyoto . 

After his failure with the court in Kyoto , Hosui went 

to Edo (which is now Tokyo) , where he became a famous Tsuku

shi-goto performer. In Edo he accepted a blind shamisen 

player named Yamazumi as his student . This violation of the 
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regulation against teaching Tsukushi-goto to the blind 

brought about Hosui ' s exclusion from the Tsuku shi - ryu . 

Yamazumi continued to study Tsukushi- goto with Hosui until 

he became a Tsukushi- goto master; whereupon he changed his 

name to Yatsuhashi Kengyo . 

Although Yatsuhashi Kengyo was a master of Tsukushi

goto he also wanted some lighter and more .melodious music 

that would appeal to more people . In order to accomplish 

this , he and Hosui (who at this poin t was Yatsuhashi ' s 

pupil) began writing kumiuta and danrnono in a more popular 

style. Although Yatsuhashi ' s new style was based on 

Tsukushi- goto and retained its aristocratic character, it 

was somewhat more popular in nature than Tsukushi-goto . 

Yatsuhashi's new style was called zokuso , meaning "popular

koto" or "vulgar-koto ." Yatsuhashi ' s music, however , has 

no trace of vulgarity and never was trul y popular . The 

application of the term zokuso to Yatsuhashi ' s music indi

cates a shift in social milieu . Whereas Tsukushi-got had 

been for the aristocracy, the priests , and the religious 

scholars, the music of the Yatsuhashi-ryu was played for 

lower-class audiences by blind professionals and by the 

bourgeoisie. The function had shifted from ceremonial 

music to music for e ntertainment. 

One of the popular elements which Yatsuhashi incor

porated into his music was the choshi (tuning) called 

hirajoshi , which reflected a mode that was more typical of 
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popular music. All classical Japanese music up to the seven-

teenth century, including Tsukushi- goto , was based on dia-

tonic modes characterized by strong anhemitonic pentatoni-

cism. An anhemitonic scale is one without semitones, such 

as a whole-tone scale . An anhemitonic pentatonic scale is a 

five-toned scale without semitones (one of four possible 

pentatonic scales}: c-d-f-g-a-c' . Yatsuhashi's music was 

also based on diatonic modes , but was characterized by 

hemitonic pentatonicism . Yatsuhashi's new choshi represents 

the five most important scale degrees of the in-scale (e-f-

g-a·-b- c-d-e') : 

0 
() 

() 0 0 

-e- _Q_ 
() 0 

All danmono except for one are in hirajoshi; "Kumoi Kudan" 

is in hon-kumoijoshi which is a transposition of hirajoshi 

to the subdominant : 

~ e <> 0 f 
0 0 D 

Koto music is not at. all limited to either an anhemitonic 

or pentatonic system . Additional tones are produced by 

pressing dowm on the string to the left of the moveable 

bridge with the left handn thereby raising the tension of 

the sounding part of the string and thus the pitch . This 

technique is called oshide . Oshide sometimes has an 

ornamental function, but it is most frequently used to 
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produce the third and seventh scale degrees of a diatonic 

scale system which are missing from the choshi. 

Today, both Tsukushi-goto and the Yatsuhashi-ryu are 

almost extinct; that is, their complete repertoires are not 

known and what is known is no longer performed. Knowledge 

of these repertoires, then , is based on manuscripts ·and 

printed collections. Until recently, however , it has been 

the practice in Japan to teach music by rote which did· not 

promote or necessitate music printing. This generally meant 

that compositions did not appear in print until long after 

they had become a part of the repertoire . In contrast to 

vocal music, instrumental music was not published with any 

regularity until the eighteenth century and compilers were 

content just to list the titles of the compositions and not 

bother to mention the composers ' n ames . 11 This means that 

the authorship of most of the danmono pieces is unknown, or 

at best, uncertain. Tradition has it that Yatsuhashi com-

posed "Midare , 11 11 Rokudan," and 11 Hachidan"; that either 

Kitajima or Ikuta, both students of Yatsuhashi, composed 

"Godan"; and that Mitsuhashi Kengy5 (d. 1760) composed 

"Kumoi Kudan." The cornposer(s) of "Shichidan" and "Kudan" 

is(are) still unknown. The first printed collection con-

taining music for koto was entitled "Shichiku Shoshinshu" 

and was published in 1664 by Nakamura Sozan. "Shichiku 

11Ad . "R h . riaansz, esearc into the Chronology of Danmono," 
p . 29. 
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Shoshinshu" contains only two p urely instrumental works , 

"Sugagaki" and "Rinzetsu ," which are both short , one- move-

ment koto solos. Dr Willem Adriaansz, a noted scholar in 

the field o f Japanese musicology, has simultaneously analyzed 

danmono pieces , the "Sugagaki" from "Shichiku Shoshinshu , " 

and other danmono prototypes to show their historic develop

ment and to determine their formal relationships . 12 

Adriaansz ' simultaneous phrase- by- phrase analysis show·s that 

danmono phrase structure follows closely that of "Sugagaki," 

. . 1 . b t t. h 13 omitting on y one six- ea suppor ing p r ase . Actually , 

after dropping the kando of "Sugagaki " (which is never consi-

dered part of the movement-proper) , and excluding the six-

beat phrase which danmono omit, the beat count of "Sugagaki " 

comes to ~J.04 , exactly the number of beats in a dan. Upon 

close analysis it can be seen that the phrase structure as 

it is set forth in "Sugagaki " is exactly the scheme that all 

seventeenth- century dan follow , thus any statement made 

regarding dan structure is made with reference t o both 

"Sugagaki" and seventeenth- century dan. 

The basic dan structure indicates systematic melodic 

movement from low to high and back to low , centering around 

12see Adriaansz , The Kumiuta and Danmono Traditions of 
Japanese Koto Music , pp. 64- 144; and Willem Adriaansz , "A 
Japanese Procrustean Bed: A Study of the Development of 
Danmono," Journal of the American Musicological Society 
23 (Spring 1970}: 34- 60. 

13Ibid ., p . 42 . 
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scale degrees I lstrings five and ten) and V (strings eight 

and thirteen}. Adan is divided into five phrase groups 

characterized as either cadential, ascending, or descending . 

A phrase group consists of one main phrase and one or two 

shorter, supporting phrases. The length and number of 

phrases per phrase group varies. Main phrases occur first 

and are followed by the supporting phrase or phrases. The 

limitations of the phrases are determined by the descending 

melodic cadences which come at the end of the phrases. The 

cadences consist of a falling fourth from scale degree I to 

V or from V to II. When the second scale degree functions 

as a descending leading tone , as it does in hirajoshi, it 

resolves down to the first scale degree . Since alm.ost::a:tLi 

dan end on the fifth scale degree, the final cadence in the 

final dan on the first scale degree comes as a surprize and 

almost sounds like a cadence on the dominant . Each phrase 

group has a new melodic goal which is reached in the cadence 

of the first phrase of the group . This goal is confirmed by 

subsequent supporting phrases . Phrase group one includes 

the kando and two phrases whose melodic goal is the first 

scale degree Cthe fifth string) . They function as cadential 

phrases. Phrase group two has one main phrase and two 

supporting phrases whose melodic goal is the first scale 

degree (an octave above string five . on string ten). These 

phrases have an ascending function. Phrase group three has 

one main phrase and one supporting phrase . "Sugagaki" had 
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two supporting phrases in this group but one was dropped. 

The melodic goal of this phrase group , which has an ascending 

function, i s the fifth scale degree (string thirteen). 

Phrase group four has two phrases which have a descending 

function and whose melodic goal is the first scale degree 

(string ten} . The fifth and final phrase group has only one 

phrase which descends to the fifth string and cadences on 

the first scale degree . This basic structure is clearly 

stated in the first dan of all danmono. The degree to which 

dan tend to vary from the prototype increases as the compo 

sition proceeds, although a return to the more standard dan 

structure may occur after a departure from it. As these 

pieces progress, the tempo increases and the phrases increase 

in length and thus must decrease in number per dan which 

changes the basic structure somewhat. It is usually the 

supporting phrases which are dropped although they may recur 

in subsequent dan. Main phrases are dropped in dan three 

and four of "Shichidan" only. Adriaansz' analysis shows that 

no "new" material is introduced after the first dan and that 

although phrase lengths may vary , phrase function does not . 14 

Except in "Rokudan" and "Kudan ," all later dan develop- from 

dan to dan in an individual manner. "Rokudan" alone shows 

a systematic approach to the development of an overall 

scheme. Dan one and two follow the basic dan structure . 

14 
Ibid . , p. 43 . 
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Dan three , four , and five systematically drop supporting 

phrases until, in the sixth dan , only the main phrases 

remain. " Kudan~' shows no structural variety at all and drops 

neither main nor supporting phrases in any dan. 

The only danmono piece which does not follow the form 

described above is "Midare. " "Midare " means " confusion," 

and there is some confusion about its form . "Midare" is 

considered to be one of the oldest danmono pieces because 

its irregular structure suggests that it was written before 

the stricter danmono structure was established . "Midare" is 

considered irregular because of the irregular length of its 

dan and not because of its musical material which is the 

same as for all danmono . The dan in "Midare " have an 

average of eighty- eight beats and range between forty - eight 

and 160 beats. "Rinzetsu" from "Shichiku Shoshinshu" is t he 

prototype for "Midare . " Just as all other danmono pieces 

follow the basic pattern set forth in "Sugagaki," "Midare" 

roughly follows the pattern found in "Rinzetsu . " 

A suffix which is sometimes added to the titles of 

danmono is "no shirabe," and danmono are sometimes referred 

to as shirabemono . Shirabe means "investigation " and 1n this 

context possibly refers to a systematic exposition of modal 

characteristics of the choshi involved . The term shirabe-

mono, which does not .imply the strict formal limitations that 

danmono does, is an appropriate name for "Midare" which does 

not clearly fit into the category of danmono due to formal 
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irregularities, but which easily fits the somewhat broader 

category of shirabemono because of its treatment of melodic 

material. 

Although individual dan of "Midare" are irreguaa~, 

"Midare " shows an overall scheme comforming to the jo-ha-kyu 

concept . Dan one through five, which are slow and quiet, 

make up the jo section. The ha section is comprised of dan 

six through nine which are faster and of a more standard 

length . The kyu section consists of the last three dan 

which are even faster than those in the ha section . 1 5 

Some final speculations and conclusions must be made 

in view of the historic developments discussed . The first 

is that the standardization of the length of a dan to 104 

beats seems to be a later development . Irregular and/or 

awkward phrases which seem to have been "arranged" and an 

occasional dan without a cadence at the end points out that 

the "rule" concerning the number of beats per dan did not 

always exist but was arbitrarily accomplished by altering 

phrase lengths and by marking dan endings without regard to 

their actual form. It seems that some danmono pieces were 

altered and/or expanded to fit the 104-beat mold; some o f 

the results are artistically more satisfying than others.16 

15 
Adriaansz, The Kumiuta and Danmono Traditions of 

Japanese Koto Music, p . 108 . 

16 . 
Adriaansz, "A Japanese Procrustean Bed : A Study of 

the Development of Danmono , " p. 28 . 
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One hypothesis is that the origin of dan might be 

found in improvisations traditionally performed to check the 

tuning of the instrument and to introduce a mode. This was 

proposed because danmono pieces have somewhat of an improvi-

satory nature and have a lot in common with tuning procedures. 

The improvisatory nature of danmono pieces is evidenced by 

the use of melodic/rhythmic patterns and simple standardized 

melodic structures. The relationship between tuning proce-

dures and dan is substantiated by some of the basic charac-

teristics of the dan form. The melody of dan develops 

through a systematic ascent and descent along the strings 

with frequent references to the first strings tuned (one and 

17 two); while emphasizing the strong scale degrees (I and V) . 

(The simultaneous plucking of strings one and two, the first 

strings to be tuned, occurs frequently in all danmono pieces. 

This technique is called kakite.) The s uffix "no shirabe" 

suggests the same function for danmono. The verb shirabu 

means ·~to adjust, to match, to bring the mode into accord ," 

as well as "to investigate, to study." Therfore danmono 

pieces may have funct i oned as formalized and extended tuning 

devices.
18 

Short introductory pieces which came before more 

extended compositions and served to check the tuning of the 

instruments and to expose the mode of the piece to follow 

17 b.d I 1 ., p. 59. 

18 . 
Adriaansz, "Research into the Chronology of Danmono ," 

pp . 50-51. 
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are connnon in Japanese music . Perhaps dan or danmono may 

once have functioned as introductory pieces to other compo

sition, namely kumiuta.1 9 This is supported by two facts . 

First:, danmono and kumiuta were traditionally published 

together in the same collections . Secondly, the ninteenth-

century kumiuta "Akikaze no Kyoku " has a koto introduction 

written according to danmono principles. This might reflect 

what performance practices had been during the seventeenth 

d . h h . 20 an eig teent centuries. 

One final possibility mentioned by Adriaansz is that 

a portion of the danmono repertoire, namely "Rokudan ," 

"Shichidan," "Hachida n ," and "Kudan , " is nothing more than 

individual versions of the same piece as performed by 

different musicians, which were later written down and 

collected. This possibility can not be ignored in view of 

the strong homogeneity of this repertoire . 21 

The sokyoku of the seventeenth century is said to be 

the beginning of modern koto music in Japan . If this is 

true, then an understanding of the danmono genre, and the 

kumiuta genre, is a prerequisite for study of koto music 

written during the second half of the Tokugawa Period and 

even the more traditional music of the twentieth century . 

The sokyoku composer's concept of composition is completely 

different from the traditional Western concept. I ndividu-

ality is expressed very differently in the Japanese 

19rbid. , p . 51. 20 rbid . 21 rbid. , p. 50. 
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culture. Western listeners must carefully retrain their 

ears and develop an entirely new perspective in order to 

grasp the essence of this music, for understanding Japanese 

music is just a beginning of understanding Japan and its 

peculiar sensibilities. 



GLOSSARY 

11 Akikaze no Kyoku" : tK. )fl oi dB 

an early ninteenth- century kurniuta by Mitsuzaki . 

cho s hi : tfel 1-

a mode , a tuning . 

dan : fQ:. 

literally "a section ," a movement of a danmono . 

danmono : Jt l.f'§J 

literally "a thing of sections ," a seventeenth- century 
genre for solo koto. 

Edo : ;.:i: f' 

the former name for the city Tokyo. 

gagaku : ff W!. 

literally "elegant music ," the traditional court music 
of Japan. 

Genjo: 

(d . 1662}, a student of Kenjun, Kenjun • s successor at 
Zendoji Temple in Kururne . 

11 God an 11 
: ft. Jl 

a danmono in five sections. 

ha: ;f,Jt 

the middle section of the jo-ha-kyu scheme, literally 
"a scattering, a breaking apart . " 

11 Hachidan 11 
: / \. .ft 

a danmono in eight secti ons . 

22 
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Heian: Jf !f 

the former name for the city Kyoto . 

hirajoshi: .f tf.) ]-

a koto tuning based on the in- scale in the form of a 
hernitonic pentatonic scale developed by Yatsuhashi. 

hon-kurnoijoshi: ;F. it' .#- tr.J 1-

a koto tuning, a transposition of the tuning hirajoshi 
to the subdominant. 

Hosui: ;t, 1K. 

a student of Genjo , the teacher of Yatsuhashi, and later 
the student of Yatsuhashi . 

Ikuta : 1:. rIJ 

(1656-1715), a student of Kitajirna , the founder of the 
Ikuta-ryu . 

insei: Pt J 
one of two popular scales used in Japanese folk music, 
a scale used by Yatsuhashi in zokuso. 

jo: If 
the first section of the j o-ha-kyu scheme, literally 
"introduction. " 

kaki te: .fi t 

the technique of plucking two neighboring strings 
with one finger. 

kando: 1~ ~~ 

an introduction, the introduction to the first dan of a 
danrnono. 

kengyo: 1fi: :f~ 

the highest rank in zokuso, usually given to blind 
professional koto players . 
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Ken jun: ~l 111~ 

(1547-1636) , a priest at Zendoji Temple in Kurume, 
organized what came to be known as Tsukushi-goto . 

Ki taj irna : 1t. :h 
(d. 1690), composer of kumiuta , a student and successor 
of Yatsuhashi, the teacher of Ikuta . 

koto: J1-;;-

one of a family of long wooden zithers , with thirteen 
strings and moveable bridges . 

kumiuta: -~Ji o~, 

literally "collected songs , 11 a set of solo songs with 
koto accompaniment . 

"Kudan": 1L it 

a danmono in nine sections . 

"Kumoi Kudan 11
: ifZ # 1l it 

a danmono in nine sections in the hon-kumoijoshi tuning . 

Kurume: ?-.. r;3 -*. 

a city on Kyushu Island . 

kyoku : rJjJ 

a tune, a musical composi~ion. 

Kyoto : ff- ~~ 

the former capital city of Japan . 

kyu: ~ 

the third and last section in the jo-ha-kyu scheme , 
the denouement. 

Kyushu: 1l HI 

the southernmost o f the four main islands of Japan . 
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"Mi dare" ; Jt (::. ·· fl 

literally "confusion," an early danmono. 

Mitsuhashi: 3- ~ 

(d. 1760}, an important later composer of kumiuta, 

Mitsuzaki: _ ~~ 

(d. 1853), composer . 

mono: q'1!] 

literally "thing . " 

Nakamura Sozan: cp H ,o/, 3-

publisher of "Shichiku Shoshinshu." 

oshide : ;J!f .f 

a koto technique in which the left hand presses down on 
a string to the left of the moveable bridge in order to 
raise the pitch of that string. 

"Rinzetsu": ~ 1" 

one of two instrumental compositions published in 
11 Shichiku Shoshinshu," the prototype for "Midare ." 

"Rokudan 11
: -;-:_ j~ 

a danrnono in six sections. 

ryu: ;-J;. 
/ , ....... 

a style, a school. 

samisen (.shamisen) : _ oJ, .Mt 

a three-stringed chordophone. 

11 Shichidan": -t JC: 

a darunono in seven sections. 

"Shichiku Shoshinshu": ~i 1rr 11J ,1.,·· $_ 

the first printed collection containing koto music, 
published by Nakamura Sozan in 1664. 
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shirabemono: $ffl 4~ 

another term for danmono , literally "an investigation . " 

shirabu: 

to adjust, to match , to bring the mode into accord , or 
to investigate, to study . 

sokyoku: ':f dtJ 

koto music. 

"Sugagaki": 1f .1~ 

one of two instrumental compositions published in 
"Shichiku Shoshinshu, 11 the prototype for danmono. 

Tokugawa : 4:t·· 11
/ 

the Tokugawa Period (.1600 - 1868) , sometimes called the 
Edo Period. 

Tsukushi : 1'ft. ~~~ f 
an old name for Kyushu Island . 

Tsukushi-goto: 

a late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century style of 
koto music, virtually extinct today , established by 
Kenjun . 

Yatsuhashi : 1\ f~ 

(1614-1685), a student of HOsui, a blind master of 
Tsukushi- goto, founder of zokuso . 

zokkyoku: 1~ £1fJ 

popular music , secular music . 

zokuso: 1~ J. 
literally "popular-koto," or "vulgar-koto," the term 
applies to Yatsuhashi's music . 
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